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Mom's Gift
Mom's Gift is the story of Mom returning to earth to earn her
angel wings ala Clarence in It's A Wonderful Life. It's her
husbands' 60th Birthday and her oldest daughter, Kat, has
been ordered to attend. Brittany, the younger daughter
has some surprises to share and Dad has a new girlfriend!
And of course, there's Kevin, Kat's crush all thru school
which she never acted on.
Rehearsals are progressing very well. We finally found our Kevin, who happens
to be named Kevin. Kevin in the play is an IT guy. Kevin who is playing Kevin is
an IT guy! We're looking forward to Gary and Julie's Play Polish.
Stan Jensen (Director)
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Yes Virginia, There is a
Santa Claus
A big thank you to the cast and
crew of "Yes Virginia there is a Santa
Claus". It was a wonderful few
months of rehearsals and a great
run at the Fergus Grand Theatre.
A special thank you to Jerry Van
Esch who came in at the last
minute to assist with lights and
sound.
Happy holidays to everyone and
have a much-deserved rest.
Cheers,
Deb Stanson
(Director)
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Little House on the Prairie - The Musical
Casting for Little House on the Prairie: the musical is going very well. The
directorate was more than pleasantly surprised by all the local talent that came
out to auditions making their jobs a lot harder. Callbacks are being held on
January 4th, after which final casting decisions will be made and a cast list will go
public as quickly as possible.
We still need many people to get involved in
the show. If something sparks your interest, or
you know of someone who might want to give
it a try, let us know. We are looking for the
following:
•
•
•
•

More men and boys for parts in the show
Props person
Sewers to help with costumes
Crew for backstage and technical help

This promises to be an epic show so come on
out and join the team and make history being the first Canadian company to
get the rights to this beautiful and fun show.
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Calling All Directors
Elora Community Theatre is requesting submissions from directors for our 20202021 season. Here is what we are looking for:
• Youth production – June 9-14, 2020 – We are looking for a play that can
incorporate a good number of kids between the ages of 8-16
• Shakespeare in the Park – July 2020 – Any play, but more from the wellknown repertoires would be best.
• Fall show – Dec. 6-20, 2020 - For this time slot, a show that has a larger cast,
including children. Something seasonal or a well-known story preferred.
• Winter Show – Feb. 14-28, 2021 – This submission can be a show with a
smaller adult cast as it will be entered in the WODL Festival.
• Spring Show – April 25-May 9th, 2021 – A larger, well known show.
For your submission please supply a brief description of your vision for the show,
an approximate budget of the expected costs and a list of team members, if any,
you have enlisted (stage manager, set designer etc…). Also, please have two
copies of the script available to give our play selection committee.
Those submissions that will be in consideration for the new season will be asked to
come for an interview to further discuss their vision and provide more information
that will be considered in the final decisions for play selection for the season.

Please email all submissions to ecttheatrecamp@gmail.com
by January 15th, 2020
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Morning Muses from Your Technical Director Anthony Deciantis
Earlier this year, it came to my attention that a colleague of mine: a young man whom I have acted with and directed
before was; for personal reasons, unable to complete a show that he had committed himself to. For several reasons,
when I was asked to take over the title role in a Shakespeare in the Park production, my answer was an immediate
and unhesitant, “Yes, of course.”
In the time span thereafter, that totalled more than one fortnight, but
less than two, I found myself in a park previously unknown to me; in a
picturesque town previously unvisited by me; performing with/for a
company previously almost entirely foreign to me. Indeed, 30 days
before our first performance of The Merchant of Venice at the
unexpected oasis of Bissell Park in lovely Elora, Ontario, I had worked
with a grand total of only ONE actor in the cast/crew and knew of only
one other. And still, somehow inexplicable to me, within two
months... nay... not so long... not two... these dozens of new faces
unanimously made me feel welcomed; accepted; and indeed, loved.
They have shared with me their innate sense of community: a sharing
that I cannot deny, no other troupe that I have been involved with,
has shared before.
A brief History of Anthony reveals that I first became involved in community theatre in the (519), in 2006. Since then,
I have worked with about a dozen troupes in the surrounding area. Recently, I was in rehearsal for four different
shows for four different troupes in four different cities: yes, I am mostly insane. The point being, no community
theatre company known to me; present or past, has fully embraced their sense of community as this one has. At least
for me, when referring to a community theatre, what keeps me coming back is more the ‘community’ than the
‘theatre’: it’s the sharing; the camaraderie; the fellowship. I suppose what I am trying to get at, is the expression of
my gratitude to the wonderful people that make up ECT. If there is ever anything that you wish or need of me, you
need only ask. I meant it when I first offered and welcomed it when my offer was accepted. In the months since
Merchant; I was named the troupe’s new Technical Director; responsible for set construction, lights, sound, etc for
ECT’s productions for the 2019-2020 Season, and beyond.
It has been more than 20 years since I have worn this hat. And much of the ‘tech’ has changed. But the more some
things change, the more others stay the same. “Surround yourself with good people, and good things will be
accomplished”: a life-lesson well-learned. I was listening Grampa Alex... see? I have since reunited with Jim Hoare; an
old friend that I have worked with several times at a nearby theatre house and learned the lay of ECT’s set
construction land. I have met with Maggie Parent; one of the behind-the-scenes unsung heroes, and now look
forward to offering her set-canvases that she will be proud to pour her particular paint-genius into... or is that ‘onto’?
I have begun to work with Stan Jensen; and have started building my first ECT set for his production. I visited Eric
Goudie; and not only learned what was required about the technical components of the Fergus Grand Theatre, but
have also expressed my interest in earning my stripes as a FGT-approved technician; and eagerly await to put those
new skills to good use in future: two cream/no sugar; got it, Eric. I’ll stop by Timmie’s on my next trip into Fergus.
All in all, it has been an awesome half-year with this company. And I cannot wait to immerse myself in the rest of the
wonderful season lined up for our patrons. Did I just use the term “our patrons”? Wow! It looks like the journeyman
actor has finally found himself a theatre-home that has a hat-hook with his name on it. Thank you for welcoming me,
Elora Community Theatre. I hope to do you proud.

